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experiences with Russell, while the
other side includes cuts on baseball,
teaching his daughter how to swim and
"Adam, Eve and The Apple".. A sure

RECORDS

winner for Cosby. Marty Onrot, PR man
for the Bill Cosby Show at Toronto's
O'Keefe Centre was very happy to imform

BY LORI
From left field comes the campy sounds
of the 1930's by Tiny Tim on his first
Reprise album release "God Bless Tiny
Tim". My first re -action was "I don't
believe it, it has to be the biggest put on
of 1968." However while these thoughts
were going through my mind I was
thoroughly enjoying this freewheeling,
fun -filled album. It is just way out enough
to be a hit. Mike Reed of Warners reports
many stations have already gone onto
"Tip -Toe Through The Tulips". Other
tunes included are: "Then I'd Be
Satisfied With Life", "Livin' In The
Sunshine, Lovin' In The Moonlight",
"Strawberry Tea" and "I Got You Babe"
Another Reprise album to watch rise is
"Nancy and Lee". Nancy Sinatra and Lee

Hazlewood, who have proved to be a
successful combination in the past with
their many hit singles,now bring us their
hit LP. It includes their latest hit "Some
Velvet Morning" along with "I've Been
Down So Long It Looks Up" and
"Greenwich Village Folk Song Salesman".
It should be a giant for the duo. Stan
Obodiac, publicity director for the
Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto informs
us Nancy and Lee will be appearing
there for one concert only May 26th. The
box office is already swamped with mail
and phone calls regarding tickets. Bill
Cosby has come up with another hilarious
album entitled "To Russell My Brother
Whom I Slept With" on Warner Bros/7

Arts. One side features his boyhood

Carnival Connection to record for Capitol

Oshowa's Dril releases on Quality

us that his March 31st. appearance has
been extended to three shows to meet
the demand of Cosby's many, many fans.
Glen Campbell's latest Capitol albuM
number three is a follow-up to his current
hit "Hey Little One". His first two
single hits "Gentle On My Mind" and
"By The Time I Get To Phoenix" were
both followed -up with LPs that became

number one chart items. It looks like
number three is heading in the same
direction. Bill Bannon , Capitol promo
man, tells us Glen will be appearing at
the Arena in Peterborough April 28th.
RCA Victor's Ed Preston, brought in
an interesting release in the spoken word
category, "The Truth About Bonnie and
Clyde". It is an interview with Billie
Jean Parker, Bonnie Parker's sister as
told to Jud Collins, news director of

Vern Craig of The Staccatos and Wilson Pickett

WSM-TV in Nashville. It reveals the real
life of the legendary couple. With the
controversial movie being in the current
limelight, this timely release has some
enlightening material.
Brenden Clinch, manager of the
Magic Cycle has just returned from
England where he has been negotiating
with several major recording companies

regarding the release of the Cycle's
latest offering "Doctor Lollipop" on the
Giant label.
Gary Buck was in Nashville last
week cutting a session for Capitol.
Columbia's Tommy Hunter was also in

Music City recording for Columbia.
The Sugar Shoppe are presently in
Hollywood cutting their first session for

Capitol Records. The Staccatos will be
returning to the recording studios in May.
This time they will be recording at the
Capitol studios in New York. Nick Venet
will fly in from the West coast to produce
the session.
The Guess Who? are set to wax a new
single some time this month in New
York. They have just completed some
commercials for Honda.,

Capitol (Canada) execs with John Manson (centre)
general manager Discos Capitol De Mexico

Edmonton's Taitums

Franklin release for Tradewinds 5 Inc.

By Guest Columnist Stan Klees
STAN KLEES, noted Canadian record producer and music industry consultant writes this column
each week exclusively for RPM Weekly. Any questions or comments regarding this column should be
directed to Mr. Klees c/o RPM.

You would probably be surprised to
know how interested A&R men are in the
Canadian scene. It would probably
interest you more to know that they are
also fascinated (and amused) by some of

the antics of artists and managers. To be
very blunt, they look at us as
.unprofessional. They have seen groups
well on their way, bungle their chances
of fame and fortune.
Nobody wants to be hypercritical
about this situation, but between an
unbelievable obstinance about how their
business affairs should be run and a
downright lack of knowledge of a very
complicated business, Canadian groups
have made themselves unpleasant and
costly to handle.
As for managers, they have not only
"puffed" their press releases and
mothered their groups into grotesqueness,
but they have lied grossly and misrepresented the facts to such a degree
that they have insulted the intelligence
of disc jockies, record companies and the
general public (with the help of the
daily papers!)
Today the American and British A&R
man casts a wary eye at Canada and asks
himself if it is worth the trouble. He can
also sit back in confidence knowing that
not one of the groups could be worth two
cents of promotion when they haven't been
able to prove their point in Canada.
Canada is looking to you Mr. A&R man to

show us the action. Our hand is out for
you to make it for us. We want you to
lead us to fame and fortune and against
the biggest odds and stumbling blocks we
can throw in front of you. Point number
ONE: There is no action on our records
in Canada. TWO: We don't do any

promotional tours because there isn't
enough money in it. THREE: Our
manager doesn't know a thing about the
U.S. record business, but he will be our
complete adviser...no matter how
unreasonable. FOUR: We are the biggest
thing in Canada and we want you to

f/s SOUL WOMAN
57-3453

remember that and how HARD we worked
to get there. FIVE: We have

mountainous debts in Canada.

ARE THERE EXCEPTIONS? YES!
YES! YES! But would you be interested
in hearing about the good managers and
good groups that are not making it

because they can't compete in the

jungle of inedeqates? And you Mr. A&R
man are not going to hear about them

either (except in exceptional cases.) Yes
Virginia, there is a solid and real music
business in Canada, but the A&R man
that is interested in real Canadian talent
will have to come to Canada with an open
mind and an eye to talent not HYPE. The
last four years have only proved that a
good press release does not a talent
make. And maybe disc jockies know it
too.
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THE

The Graduate is a rare, humourous
picture of an unusual experience that
almost defies description. Director Mike
Nichols and his screen - writes, Calder
Willingham and Buck Henry have very

cleverly put together this difficult story
by Author Charles Webb, of a post college boy who is mixed up in the
current generation gap. Nichols cast an
unknown, Dustin Hoffman to portray
Benjamin Braddock, the boy who made
good at college and has vague misgivings

about his future. He can't seem to relate
to the affluent, silly world of adults
where they treat him like a "thing"

and continually talk unmeaningly drivel.
Hoffman gives a fabulous performance
of the tormented, not too handsome hero,
shy, perfectly mannered, unconvincingly
tough with moments of private despair.
The simple honesty when he falls in
love, to the determination and display of
guts, which proves his individualism in
the end.
Anne Brancroft is delightful as Mrs.
Robinson, a fortyish, married, bored,
alcoholic, who seduces Benjamin and
then tries to ruin him. Katherine Ross,
as her daughter Elaine, is one of the
most beautiful, talented young females
on the screen to -day. Inevitably

Benjamin falls in love with Elaine, who
is horrified when she learns that her own
mother is the other woman.
Nichols, who never gets less than an
electrifying performance from his actors
has once again done so in The Graduate.
Elizabeth Wilson and William Daniels as
the Benjamin's parents and Murray
Hamilton as Mr. Robinson are superb
in their roles.
Simon and Garfunkel sing throughout
the film, featuring "Scarborough Fair"

and `Canticle".
Their "Sounds Of Silence" is there

too adding up to a great score behind the
beauty of California.

RPM

AT
THE MOVIES

The brilliant photography with the
zesty editing emphasizes the visual and
paces the film.
It is an adult picture about to -day's
grown-ups, the way they live, act and
talk and how it affects their children.
"THE GRADUATE"
won 7 Acedemy Award nominations.
Best Picture
Best Actor
Best Actress
Best Supporting Actress
Best Director
Best Screenplay
Best Cinematography
Columbia Records has a Sound Track Album

Scenes from "THE GRADUATE" - Directed by Mike Nichols - An Embassy Pictures release

CFGM's John Hall and RCA's Charley Pride

Next week - Peterborough's Jack Bailey
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"The REAL ROBERT" alias

alias ROBERT BELL, is a radio
'personality of the first order. Twentytwo years in the business (tho' he
doesn't look a day over forty), doing
radio work, television and even some

"movin' pitchers". The movies, (as it's

written in his dossier) were of the
"forgettable" western variety and in
T.V. among other things he's appeared
on several shows in the "Wojeck" series,
with some still upcoming and will be
appearing in a future CSC Festival
production entitled "The Road To
Chaldea". He's worked radio from WFUN
Miami to CFGM Toronto, where he did
a daily stint for two years. And now
we've got him back in Montreal, where

he's a ball of fire with his country
music show on CF600, from six to
twelve every Saturday night. And if
ratings mean anything, a recent one
showed his show is more listened to
than any other two stations combined.
French and French, English and English,

you (then to his operator) "Number
forty-one (he names the song)" (then
back to me) "Now, where were we?" In
between all this, he interviewed PAT
McKINNEY from Nashville who was

appearing at the Country Palace and did
the news for the newsman who hadn't had
a break in five hours, and told me the
following:

MONTREAL'S COUNTRY SCENE by Grant Nelson Hewlett

RAPID ROBERT, Alias "The BALDING
BODY BEAUTIFUL" (his own term),

Harry Rusk - Canadian Indian country singer

French and English or anything and
anything!!
Now a radio personality, he makes
his living in the midst of a blizzard of
papers. There's program logs, newsheets,

sportscasts, weather reports, fan mail,

and another mysterious mountain of
memos. Amidst this blizzard, I talked
to "The REAL ROBERT" about the
Canadian Country Music and recording in
general, scene. Our talk, (to give you an

idea of how difficult it is to talk to a
DJ while he's on the air), went something
like this. ME: "Do you think that
Canadian country music suffers from a
"second rate" complex?" HE: No, not
any more, hang on....(on the air) "That's
the number two song this week, done by
"Tex Ferdifloss and the Tennessee
Bananas"._
and now, here's the
"REAL ROBERT" pick of the week,
(then to the phone), Hello, CF....we do
play requests as long as it's current....
sorry, that's not current anymore (they
ask for something else, it's current) O.K.,
we'll get that one on next, no, I'm sorry
we don't take dedications....O.K. thank

I asked him as a DJ, what his
opinion was on the quality of the
Canadian country recordings: "Its improving tremendously
thanks to people like BEN WETHERBY
in Toronto and DOUG TRINEER here.
They're starting to produce a product
competitive to Nashville, which wasn't
being done in Canada. There was a
time when you couldn't play say a
Waylon Jennings record, a David Houston
record, and an ARTIE McLAREN record
in between. Artie's record sounded like
amateur stuff, it wasn't doing him any
favour to spin it, believe me".
What else has helped to change this?
"Well, the way they used to do it,
and I think
was the worst for this,
they used to take four or five artists, cut
them all together in a package, and you
were supposed to play it because it was
Canadian. It was pretty bad stuff, and if
you did, (bad as it was) you were pro -

RPM

COUNTRY
CHART

FORT NELSON'S HARRY RUSK by Dick Damron

full-blooded "slave" Indian
child in the wilderness, 100 miles
east of Fort Nelson, B.C. has a long
road to travel to become a recording
artist for a major record company and
to appear on national television.
Harry Rusk has travelled that road.
It has not been easy but he would be
the last one to complain.
Harry grew up in the wilderness
where his people hunted and trapped
for an existence. At nine years old
he coudn°t speak a word of English
A

and knew nothing about the out -side
world. At ten he arrived in Edmonton
Alberta, but it was not a happy
occasion. He had contracted tuberculosis
and spent 1949-1953 in the Charles
Camsell Hospital. In hospital he
learned about the outside world, made
many friends and bought his first
guitar.
Page 4
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When he returned to Edmonton in

1965 it wasn't long 'until his talent
as a Country Singer was recognized and
he began working local shows, dances
and television. His popularity grew
steadily and he was signed to a record
contract. Since that time he has had
two LPs released on the Point label
and a single, "Northern Memories" on
Apex. A follow-up is expected soon.
A short time ago Harry guested on
Carl Smith's Country Music Hall. He is
currently playing nite-spots in Edmonton
and appears regularly on CFRN-TV.
Some road shows are planned for the
future and Harry hopes to be able to
meet a lot of DJs and fans. On stage
or

television he has the qualities that

mark him as a rising young star....always
sharply dressed, always a warm smile
anddefinitely a way with a Country
Song.

2

3

4
5
6

1 ROSANNA'S GOING WILD
Johnny Cash -Columbia -44373-H
2 HALF A WORLD AWAY
Tommy Hunter -Columbia -4-44367-H
3 TAKE ME AS I AM (Or Let Me Go)
Ray Price -Columbia -44373-H
5 A WORLD OF OUR OWN
Sonny James -Capitol -2067-F
6 TURN DOWN THE MUSIC
Myrna Lorrie-Columbia-MU-4-1282-H
4 SKIP A ROPE
Henson Cargill -Monument -1041-K

7

7 LUZIANNA

8

8 HEY LITTLE ONE

Webb Pierce-Decca-32246-J

Glen Campbell -Capitol -2067-F
9 10 SON OF HICKORY HOLLER'S TRAMP
O.C. Smith -Columbia -44425-H
10

9 BLUE DAY
Bob King -Melbourne -3274-K

11 11 WALK ON OUT OF MY MIND
Waylon Jennings-Rca-47-9414-N

Canadian. Then Columbia starts
recording people like Myrna Lorrie and
Johnny Burke, and this starts some
promotion competition. Y'know, they get
it done with terrific techniques and the
others have to bring themselves up to

date. It's getting better all the time!"

Do you find, as many Country DJ's
do, that the companies don't get the
records out to you?
"More often than not. Especially
the Canadian ones. They're budgeted
right down to the postage stamps, and
the records just pile up on some desk
and never get out. I guess some of the
local ones, figure they'll save the
postage and just drop it by at the station
when they happen to be passing, but
they seldom do".
Do you think there's any remedy?
"Yes. I deplore the service given
Radio Stations by the distributors.
. And I'd advise
Especially
every artist not to count on their
distributor, but to send personal copies
to the DJ's. They can't play it if they
don't have it and until the distributors
wake up, this is the only way!"
Any last remarks?
"Yes, I'd like everyone who reads
this to send me a dollar, then I'll know
how many people read RPM!!!"

12 12 YOU ARE MY TREASURE
Jack Greene-Decca-32261-J
13 13 TOGETHERNESS
Freddie Hart -Kapp -897-L
14 14 FIST CITY
Loretta Lynn-Decca-32264-J
15 15 FOGGY RIVER
Carl Smith -Columbia -44396-H

16 18 HOW LONG WILL MY BABY BE GONE
Buck Owens -Capitol -2080-F

17 20 THE LITTLE THINGS
Willie Nel son-Rca-9427-N

18 22 HAVE A LITTLE FAITH
David Houston -Epic -5-1029-H

19 19 CHASER FOR THE BLUES
Bernie Early -Columbia -C4 -2786-H

20 21 BABY'S BACK AGAIN
Connie Smith-Rca-9413-N
21 24 CAJUN STRIPPER
Jim Ed Brown-Rca-9434-N
22 25 WILD WEEKEND
Bill Anderson-Decca-32276-J
23 --- MOTHER MAY I
Liz & Lynn Anderson-Rca-9445-N
24 --- THERE AIN'T NO EASY RUN
Dave Dudley -Mercury -72779-K

25 --- THAT'S WHEN I SEE THE BLUES
Jim Reeves-Rca-9455-N
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Night By Wonderland f/s
Fred
1056
Monument
RANDOLPH BOOTS
Fellow Good Jolly A He's For f/s
Unwind
1048
Monument
STEVENS RAY
Misery Of Load A f/s
Boy Happy
3285
Melbourne
SCOTT HUGH
Heart My Up Breaking For f/s
3284
Heaven To Back Me Take
Melbourne
CATS BLUE THE
Wind The Like Just Free Is Heart Your f/s
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There Be She'll
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Liberty
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Quality
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Heart Peaceful The Me,
10302
LULU
Epic
Longer Little A Wait Let's f/s

Buy Can Money Than More
10258
Epic
SWEETHEARTS CANADIAN
Love Of Commandments Ten The f/s
Way

Lovely

A What

1592

HERB AND PEACHES
.Date
Time Happy The f/s
You Remember Don't
44466
GOULET ROBERT
Columbia
Will She Come April f/s
I

Fair Scarborough
GARFUNKEL & SIMON

44465

Columbia

Mean What Baby f/s
Up Mind My Makin'
44442
Columbia
STAIRCASE SPIRAL THE
Her Of saw More The f/s
Long Take Won't
1299
PITNEY GENE
Columbia
I

I

Alright It's Well f/s

Man Laboring Time Small
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Over And Over f/s
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You Love To Want Don't
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Love My Never f/s
2132
I

Go Don't Sherry
LETTERMEN THE

Capitol

Streets The In Out f/s
You Need
2124

172 PCS-1

I

RATIONALS THE
Capitol
Remember Can All f/s
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Wine Is Love Kind, Is Love
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Me Hurt Always You f/s
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I

I

Clean Be To
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Need You What Take f/s
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Between Just
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Me And You
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PHILIPS GIVES NATIONAL
PUSH TO CASSETTE
Toronto: March 11 was the kick-off date
for Philips Appliances Ltd. to launch a
national consumer promotion to generate

CANADIAN ANIMATION
Film studios complete with "lights...
action camera!" This generally

gives one visions of Hollywood,
London or Paris but would you believe
Toronto? There are upwards of twentyfive motion picture companies currently
operating in this city. They vary in size
from one man tucked away in an old
office building to giant operations
employing over one hundred film
craftsmen. Their operations range from
a telephone to a plush multiple sound
stage facility. The Toronto segment of
the Canadian film industry accounts
for the major share of a current
$20,000,000 annual gross.

Success stories are plentiful. The
Guest Group is a current example. Six
years ago, with a borrowed $6,500
Claire and Al Guest started a television
commercial production company. They
began business in one room of their

Avenue Road flat. Within six months,
they moved into a University Avenue
office building; by the end of the year,
the business had grossed $90,000 and

had a staff of nine and the Guests had
gained a solid reputation for technical
ability and artistic excellence.
With tenacious adherence to the
principle of quality pictures, the
business grew at a phenomenal rate.
The company diversified and the
profits were put back - first into people
and then into equipment.
The Guests have surrounded themselves with the finest filmmaking
talent in the country, such men as
animator Vlad Goetzelman, winner of
the Canadian Centennial Gold Award;
film designer Carlos Marchiori, Academy

Award nominee last year; Doug Cowan,
winner of almost every major commercial
award in the world and George Morita,

photographer of many of these award
winning films.
Today, the Guest Group occupies
20,000 square feet of space in a
building in downtown Toronto, jammed
with expensive equipment and over one
hundred employees, and has an annual
gross approaching $2,000,000. Its walls
are covered with international awards
in recognition of the. Guest Group's
concentration on quality film making.
Last year, the Guest Group won
awards for both animated and live action
television commercials, including the
top prize at the Hollywood Commercial

Festival, top prize at the Canadian
Graphics Show, The Canadian
Commercial Festival's Centennial Gold
Award, honourable mention at the
American Commercial Festival and a
'

Silver Medal at the New York Art
Directors' Show.

increased sales of cassette recorders.
Special emphasis is being placed on
television, in-store promotion and local
dealer newspaper and radio advertising.
Philips dealers will also be given
a chance to cash in on the promotion
with a special introductory offer. Those
customers buying any model Philips

cassette recorder can purchase a cassette
storage album containing four popular
musicassettes and two blank 60 second
cassettes. The complete album will be
available for $19.95, considerably less
than its retail value. (Dealer price is
$16.95).

As an added in-store promotion, a
Philips 150 battery operated cassette
recorder has been built into the dealer's
counter display to allow easy demonstration of the recording and playback
facility of cassette units.
Prices on most Philips cassette records will be reduced by $10.00 with
this promotion. There will be a $20.00
reduction to the Continental 175 model.

THE EVOLUTION

"A sound gradually developed"

with JOHN DONABIE
CKFH - lam - 6am

MEANS RESULTS
Call:
TOM WILLIAMS
SANFORD PRODUCTIONS
925-0826 (Toronto)

GLOSSY
Tucked behind Toronto's Royal Alexandra Theatre is an old converted warehouse that houses one of Canada's most successful
animation empires. Claire and Al Guest have won international fame

Western Union
The Influence, who originated in
Montreal, and recently moved to Toronto,
have a new album on ABC'. The Influence
has been together only 8 months but their
album reveals much hard work for this
short period of time. Most selections are
written by'group member, Louis McKelvey.
It's hard to pin -point the exact style since
it jumps from the psychedelic "Overture"

to the blues flavoured "Pieces Of Me".
There's also a touch of vaudeville on such
selections as "Baby That's My Bag" and
"Mad Birds of Prey".
Reprise Records released something
different in a new album titled "God Bless
Tiny Tim". Listening to "Tip Toe Thru'
The Tulips With Me", I surely thought it
was Mrs. Miller. Tiny Tim has an amazingly
high range (for a male) and has the same
operatic quality that made Mrs. Miller
famous. The album is full of comical
arrangements. Besides his singing talent
Tiny Tim accompanies himself with a
ukele.
The Billy Vaughn Singers add a
sentimental touch to such romantic songs

as "Release Me", "Gentle On My Mind"
and "It's Such A Pretty World Today" on
their new Dot album, "Pretty Country".
The Midnight String Quartet also follows
a romantic approach instrumentally with
their "Love Rhapsodies" album (Viva)
which features "Never My Love", "Can't
Take My Eyes Off You" and "Softly".
Groups from the Southern United

States have been making chart noises
Page 6
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with their productions created in their modern studios and workshops
shown above. One of the most current Guest accomplishments is
Rocket Robin Hood seen on the CBC-TV network Saturday mornings.

FRANK
BANYAI

recently. The Box Tops, The Five
Americans and John Fred and his Playboy
Band came up with several hits. The
Uniques are next. They come up with a
new album entitled "Playtime" (Paula).
A variety of songs are featured including
The Bee Gees' "To Love Somebody",
Eddie Floyd's "Knock On Wood" and The
Stones' "Let's Spend The Night Together"
as well as the group's own "I'll Do
Anything" and "Groovin' Out".
Lesley Gore makes a good chart
attempt with "Small Talk" (Mercury).
The song was originally recorded by
Claudine Longet./ Robert Goulet sings
"The Happy Time" (Columbia) from the
Broadway play of the same name, in which
he held a leading role./ Looks like Kapp
Records has a winner in David McWilliams'
own version of "The Days Of Pearly
Spencer"./ The South African music scene
makes U.S. news this week with the
release of "Master Jack" by Four Jacks
and a Jill (RCA Victor). It's presently at
the top of the South African hit parade and
the song has the quality to repeat its
success here,/ The Privilege, (formerly
The Lords) from Edmonton, make their
debut with "The Highly Successful Young
Rupert White" (Capitol). The song was

recorded at the Capitol studios in
Hollywood.

The Paupers are booked at the Electric
Theatre in Chicago, April 3-7, and then
move on to the Psychedelic Supermarket
in Boston on April 12 and 13./ 3's A Crowd

will hit Seattle, Washington for
engagements on April 23./ Mother
Canadian group, The Sugar Shoppe, will
make its bid for the big time in the United
States. The group is signed with Capitol
Records, the same label that carried Glen
Campbell tofame./ Just heard happy news
from Dominic Sicilia. The Carnival
Connection (formerly J.B. and The
Playboys and later The Jaybees) will be
recording for Capitol in mid -April. Can't
wait to hear what fine sounds Al Nicholls,
lead vocalist, and Bill Hill, lead guitarist
come up with.
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In an era where race communication could mean the difference between life and death, music can play
an all important part. Whether Montreal's Young Ones realize it or not
they have come up with a working
communicable vibration that could be

termed "A Genesis of sound". Peter
Harris of the Toronto Star tabs them
"A musical tapestry with a message".
Others see a "Revolutionary new
sound", and "An inoffensive racial
message".
Whatever the comments or whatever the feelings, when the Young
Ones recently happened at the Penny
Farthing in Toronto's Village, they
created a stir that brought back memories of the old Village, when talent
and ideas were abundant and ideals
more than a tourist expression.
There was no great rush to see
the Young Ones. The first week, to
an ordinary club owner, would have
been considered a disaster, but to
John McHugh, who has seen talent
come and go, the Young Ones were
almost a revelation. It wasn't necessary to go to the expense of advertising, he had a group he knew would
end up making money. Toronto's
Village has one of the most unique
and complete word of mouth systems
on the North American continent.
If a talent is good, the underground
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YOUNG ONES:
even has a way of influencing the
non -Village crowd, and that's what
happened to the Young Ones. If you
were unfortunate in not hearing about
this fantastic new act until the latter
part of their stay, then you must have
been among the many hundreds who
unsuccessfully lined up for the last
few days and had to be turned away
because those already inside the
packed house were there for the
evening.
This doubting reporter was invited by promotion man Paul Findlay

to catch one set, the first one, at
10 PM. We were still there at 3:30
in the morning.
Now - the Young Ones. Wayne

Prue, lead guitarist; Julian Brown,
on organ; Clayton Johnston, the
drummer; Dickie McGee, on trombone;
and Bernard Moore, who doubles on

tenor sax and flute. They are such
accomplished musicians, they no
doubt are all capable of playing
several instruments.
Leader of the group, Duke
Edwards, narrator and lead singer,
gives his group an idea, no charts,
no cautions, just an idea. They take
it from there, and what comes out
usually lasts 45 minutes. It has you
clenching your fists, tapping your toe,
clapping your hands, and just about

sets you up for one of the loudest
"hallelujahs" you are capable of,
but you don't. You're all of a sudden
jolted back into realizing that you've
been listening to a message. Whether
it's "A Tribute To Africa", "A Touch
Of Black", "A Trip To The New
World", or "A Tribute to Billy Joe",

this "cycle", as Edwards dubs it,
has you hooked. It's not an offensive
message on racial problems, it's a
"revival of the thinking man's music".
There is no possible way of putting in print what the Young Ones convey with their music. It's more than a
potpourri of the classics, rhythm and
blues, jazz, country, Afro-Cuban,
calypso and pop. It's rather, an experience. To categorize the sound of
the Young Ones would be too difficult.
It's in no recognizable bag. Let's just
label it "indiscribably beautiful",
The Young Ones have been together for over a year and most of this
time was spent "jamming" and getting
to know the musical capabilities of
each other. Duke Edwards, who has
several outstanding musical credits
including studies at the Boston Conservatory of Music is responsible for
the putting together of the 72 cycles
which make up the repertoire of the
group. Their first appearance in
Montreal caused somewhat of a shock,
which is unusual for the famed cos-

mopolitan bi-bi town. They staged a
revue called "A Touch Of Black"
which was held over for 14 weeks at
Montreal's Le Club. The revue was a
musical history of the North American
Negro, but aimed mainly at the south.
Edwards has arranged portions of this
revue as a very well put together 45
minute cycle, which has turned out to
be one of the favourites. As can be
seen by the photos the Young Ones
wear colourful Egyptian style robes.
This is a very important part of their
role, as is their salaam -like entreaty
before and after each performance.
One might, if one were prejudiced,
read Black Power or Black Muslim
into the image of the Young Ones.
Some critics have but as far as this
reporter is concerned if there was any
indication of hate or racial prejudism,
the Young Ones are not only superb
musicians but masters at deception.
On the record scene, the Young
Ones have just negotiated with Prestige Records (U.S.), who have apparently allowed Duke Edwards a freedom
of recording ideas that he finds so
necessary in promoting his skill.
An evening with the Young Ones
would not be complete however, without a personal description of the Duke

Edwards idealogical "trip". It's the
Edwards touch that makes the show.
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